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DEFINITIONS I

.;..

PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS (Continued) :
!

Ennineered Safety Feature Ircicm |

wtputsJrorh9mdiv ualinstniqicnt channels toThe system which utilizes con
ependerMf' initiate the itef6ation of incered safety

'o logic subsystems, tenned A and B, are provid)t,hc_ed; ca h subsystem is
provide a dual c - 1

feature equi ent. -

composed ' four channels wired to provide independent safety feature initia on signals on a :

2-out-of-4 basis (Containment Radiaton|High Signal,isfouh>f-2 logic).

Decree of Redundl -

The difi rence between the number of operable channels and the number of channels which
when tripped will cause an automatic system trip.

;

INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE

Channel Check :

i
A qualitative determination of acceptable operability by observation of channel behavior
durmg nonnal plant operation Tius determination shall where feasible, include comparison
of the channel with other independent channels measuring the same variable. :

.

Channel Functional Test

injection of a simulated signal into the channel to verify that it is operable, including any ,

alarm and/or trip initiating action.

Channel Calibration

'

Adjustment of channel output such that it responds, with acceptable range and accuracy, to
known values of the parameter which the channel measures. Calibration shall encompass the - '

entire channel, incluc ing equipment action, alarms, interlocks or trip, and shall be deemed to
include the channel functional test.
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2.15 Instrumegation and Control Systems
,

oppllcability

Applies to plant instnimentation systems.

ObhtthI
~

To delineate the conditions of the plant instmmentation and control systems necessary
to assure reactor safety. i

SDrdlkal10Lts

The operability, permissible bypass, and Test Maintenance and Inoperable bypass
specihcations of the plant instrument and control systems shall be in accordance with
Tables 2 2 through 2-5.

(1) in the event the number of channels of a panicular system in service falls one
below the total number of installed channels, the inoperable channel shall be
placed in either the bypassed or tripped condition within one hour if the
channel is equipped with a key operated bypass switch, and eight hours if
jumpers or blocks must be installed in the control circuitry. The inoperable
channel may be bypassed for up to 48 hours from time of discovering loss of
operabilityt however, if the inoperability is detennined to be the result of
malfunctioning RTDs or nuclear detectors supplying signals to the high power
level, thennal margin / low pressurizer pressure, and axial power distribution

ianpolvthewohat els may be bypassed for up to 7 days from tims of
discovering loss of ( abilhy. If the inoperable channel is not restored to
mrable OPERABL atus after the allowable time for bypass, it shall be
acedln the tip . osition or, in the case of malfunctiomng RTDs or linear

30%'er nhetcfr detectors, the reactor shall be placed in hot shutdown within 12
tours, if active maintenance and/or surveillance testing is being perfonned to
return a channel to active service or to establish operability, the channel may
be bypassed during the period of active maintenance and/or surveillance
testing, This specification applies to the high rate trip-wide range log channel
when the plant is at or above 10d% power and is operating below 15% of
rated power.

(2) in the event the number of channels of a 3 articular system in servi i to

the limits given in the column entitled 'W inimum Operable Chan s;"1 ie of
the inoperable channels must be placed in the tripped position or I

actuation permissive position for the auxi taryJecdwater system within one
hour, if the channel is equippedphh1rhpaFs LWit2br@tt witi ' cight hours if
jumpers or bloc equuW If the at ; east of irtoperable tannel has not
xen restored t( nerable OPERABLE)s ' Ars1it er 396 m time of
discovering loss %r:fbilityAhe4cactor shall be placed in a hot shutdown
condition within the following 12 hourst however, operation can continue
without containment

2-65 Amendment No. 8,20,54,65,88,108
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'2.0 LIMITING CONDUlONSlOR OPERATION
2.15 InstmmtDt_ation and Control Systems (Continued)

'-

ventilation isolation signals available if the containment ventilation isolatio dves are
closed, if af er 2 hours from time of initiating a hot shutdown procedure , at least one

mopname engi er safety features or isolation functions channel has not
oper*hle OPERABLh tatus, the reactor shall be placed in a cold shutdown condition within

channel when the plant is at or above 10d% pplies to the high rate trip wide range logpower and is operating below 15% of rated
't St2"Mm. This specification a

power.
%

(3)' . In the event the number of channels on a particular engineered safety features (ESP) Jogic
subsystem in service falls below the limits given in the columns entitled " Minimum
Operable Channels" or " Minimum Degme of Redundancy," except as conditioned by the l

Icolumn entitled * Permissible Bypass Conditions," sufficient channels shall be restored.to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours so as to exceed the minimum limits or the reactor 'shall

-

be placedin a hot shutdown condition within the following 12 hours: however, operation t

can continue without containment ventilation isolation signals available if the ventilation
isolation valves are closed. If after 24 hours from time of initiatinI a hot shutdown
3rocedure sufficient channels have not been restored to OPERABL 3 status, the reactor shall

x placed in a cold shutdown condition within the following 24 hours._M-
_

' -

(34.) u the number of channels ( a those utEular systeds hi servic not described in
_

above alls below the limits given i s entitfed %dimum O
r " Minimum Degree of R nada y."1 xcept as conditioned by the column

entitled " Permissible Hyp o di sF the or iall b lac d 11 a ho shu o '
cfuulitWid i ou , mweverrt u n e twi Fme-wa uut;cm vc;;;ikakm'

isolathwaignatHvailab 'f-the-vetHilation-isolation-valvenre-ek . mn
onditions for-enghwered+afety-features-or-isolation 4anetions e no met within 24 hours
m fiTm0~bf'dtstGWiifft0TiNf-tfW , . = lac _ hutdown

*

.

condition within the following 24 hours. If the number o verable OPERA LE gh rate
'

e 'c ntrip-wide range log channels falls below that given in the co
Operable Channels" in Table 2-2 and ''ae reactor is t or above 10d% power and at or
below 15% of rated power, reactoi critical operation shall be discontinued and the plant
placed in an operational mode allowing repair of the inoperable channels before startup or
reactor critical operation may proceed.

If, during power operation, the rod bk)ck function of the secondary CEA position indication
system and rod hk>ck circuit are inoperable for more than 24 hours, or the plant computer
PDIL alann, CEA group deviation alarm and the CEA sequencing function are inoperable
for more than 48 hours, the CEAs shall be withdrawn and maintained at fully withdrawn
and the control rod drive system mode switch shall be maintained in the off position except
when manual motion of ChA Group 4 is required to control axial power distribution

,

(45) In the event that any of the following Alternate Shutdown Panel instrum ontrol
inoperable, either restore the inoperable component (s) t operalcui c

OPERABLE atus within seven days, or be in hot shutdown within the hours.
cation is applicable in Modes 1 and 2.

'

Wide Range Logarithmic Power (Al'212)
Source Range Power (Al 212)
Reactor Coolant Cold Leg Temperature (Al-185)
Reactor Coolant llot leg Temperature (Al-185)
Pressurizer Level (Al-185)
Volume Control Tank Level (Al 185)

2-66 Amendment No. S,20,54,65,88 vie 157
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3.0 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
,

3.15 Instmmentation and Control Systems (Continued)

*

In the event that any of tyclo$hfbec7)llowing Emergency Auxiliary Feedwater Panel(66) ~

instrumentation artdntrol cir inoperable, either restore the inoperable
component (s) h ble OPERABLE sta us within seven days, or be in hot
shutdown with next twelveg~ his specification is applicable in Modes
1 and 2.

Steam Generator level, Wide Range (Al 179)
Steam Generator level, Narrow Range (Al-179)
Steam Generator Pressure (Al-179)
Pressuriter Pressure (Al 179)

M -

e

During plant operation, the complete instrumentation systems will normally be in service.
This specincation outlines lirniting conditions for operation necessary to preserve the
effectiveness of the reactor p utective system (RPS) and engineered safety features (ESP)
system when one. or more of the channels are out of service Reactor safety is provided by
the RPSrcac:Or protectiemmystem, which automatically initiates appropriate action to prevent
exceeding established limits. Safety is not compromised, however, by etmtinuingepemting
continued operation with certain instrumentation channels out of service since provisions
were made for this in the plant design. This spccirtentiem-tmtlines ihr.iting condititmtftte
opemtit.o ,,m.mo,j-to picscrvc-theefTeetivenc33 af-the rcac ct con:rol nnd p;otection system
whenm or niareetf4he-ehnmicis arc cut of 3c5

1$dii2iNr$tSi most engM ure channels are
supplied with sufficient redundancy to provide the capability for channel test at power,
except for backup channels such as derived circuits in the enginccccd safcguntas cen:ral ESF

logy _

- __

When u of the four channels is taken out of service for maintenar , RPSthe pr"cc:ive
system y,ic can be changed to a two-out-of three coincidence for t ottuptsy

y g the removed channel. If the bypass is not effected, the out of service channel
(Power Removed)gsumes a tripped condition (except high rate-of change of power, high
power level a tighpib izer pressure),m whiaticsults1tmme out.of hree channel

ifin th 2 out of-4 I gic system of tl e RPSrenetc,r pro:cctive sys:cm ne channel is
logic,'sie'd md wcelc)as nel manually diattDpp@chuditiottM resulting logic is
leout of 2, t rated power, the minimur epcrebic OPERABLE I gh po rtRe hannel is
3 in order to p vide adequate power tilt etedio fo v'cha els ar epcinble
OPERABLE, e reactor power level is reduced to 704 rated power whi protet the

tr frany ssibly exceeding design peaking factors due to undetected Hux tilts and from, u
exec ding dropped CEAycaking factors.

.- -

The ESF logic system is n Class 1 protection system designed to satisfy the criteria oflEEE
279, August 1968, Two functionally redundant ESF logic subsystems "A" and "B" are
provided to ensure high reliability and effective in-service testing. These logic subsystems
are designed for individual reliability and maximum attainable mutual independence both
physically and electrically. Either logic subsystem acting alone can automatically

"," ' EE '

All engineered safety features are initiated by 2-out-of-4 logic matrices exce t containment
highaliation which operates on a . Riut'%f ' asis. ifh1 umber-of12 tatted . nehfom
Contain nt Radiation liigh Sig I(CRilS)is wo, he containmen radiatica high signs! /
CRilS is lates the containment pre ur r i , air s p1Far@purgnystenwa
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i(1) USAR, Section 7.2.7.1
j,

.
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2.0 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
2.15 Instrumentation and control Systems (Contir,ued)

Unis (Continued).

The loss of a prime initiation relay (which renders all 4 channels inoperable) is the condinon
most likely to cause entry into Specification 2.15(3). In this situation, the remaining ESF
logic subsystem still has the capability to automatically actuate engineered safety features /
equipment and essential supporting systems |. The 48 hour completion time is /
commensurate with the importance of avoiding the vulnerability of a single failure in the j'
remaining ESP logic subsystem 4 -~Y-%~ Af
Th ngtnccicJ sa.F eidttf6ESFTogiQstem provide 2-out-ofyogic on the signals
use 1ta.quaggqipmegQtrmeeted to each of the two qgency diesel generator
umts.

The rod block system automatically inhibits all CEA motion in the event a Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO) on CEA insertion, CEA deviation, CEA overlap or CEA
sequencing is approached. The installat on of the rod block system ensures that no singlei

failure in the control element drive control system (other than a dropped CEA) can cause
the CEAs to move such that the CEA insertion, deviation, sequencing or overlap limits
are exceeded. Accordingly, with the red bh>ck system installed, only the dropped CEA
event is considered an AOO and factored into the derivation of the Limiting Safety System
Settings and Limiting Conditions for Operation. With the rod bh>ck function out-of-
service several additional CEA deviation events must be considered as AOOs. Analysis of
these incidents indicates that the single CEA withdrawal incident is the most limiting of
these events. An analysis of the at-power single CEA withdrawal incident was performed
for Fort Calhoun for various initial Group 4 insertions, and it has been concluded that the
Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) and Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSS) are
valid for a Group 4 insertion ofless than or equal to 15%

lThe operability of the Alternate Shutdown Panel (Al 185), including Wide Range
Logarithmic Power and Source Range Monitors on Al-212, and Emergency Auxiliary
Feedwater Panel (Al 179) instrument and control circuits ensures that sufficient capability
is available ta permit entry into and maintenance of the Ilot Shutdown Mode from
h> cations outside of the Control Roo'n. This capability is required in the event that
Control Room habitability is lost due to fire in the cable spreading room or Control ,

'

Room.

)

,

2-66b Amendment No.125
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TAul.I' 2 2 i,

)
~

lostrument Operatine Reaulrements for Reactor Protectise System

Test,.
.

Maintenanec ,

Minimum Minimum Permissible and !

Operable Degree of B) pass Inoperable
ha Functional Unit Channels Redundancy Cendition B5 pass

,

1 Manual (Trip iluttons) i None None N/A

2 liigh Power Level 2* "' 1") Dermal Power (c)(f)
Input flypassed
below 10'% of
Rated ' .wer""'

3 Therrnal Margitt low 2*8 i Bt * 10d% of (c)(f)/ ,

Pressurlier Pressure Power""' ;

4 - Ifigh Pressurizer 2*' I i ne (c)
Pressure

'

5 tow R.C. flow 2*' 1 Ilelow 10d% of (e)
Rated Power "d'

6 Low Steam Gervrator 2/ Steam 1/ Steam None (c)
Water Level Gen *' Gen

i
7 low Steam Generator 2/ Steam 1/ Steam Below 600 (e)

Pressure Gen *8 Gen psla"d'

8 Containment liigh 2*' 1 During Leak Test (e)
Pressure

9 Axial Power 2* '") I") Delow 15% of (e)(f)
Distribution Rated Power *

d
10 liigh Rate Trip-wide 2*' i' Pelow 10 % and (e)

Range Log Channels above 15% of
Rated Power *

II loss of Load 2*' 1 Iletow 15% of (e)
R6ted Power *

12 Steam Generator 2*' 1 None (c)
DifTerential Picssure

Hypass automaticg -a

b. If minimur OPERABLE ch nel conditions are reached, one inoperable channel must be placed
int trippe ition within ' e ur from the time of discovery of loss of o,

- %aining.

ei ne e tv, .-f F 8 ours and, if an inoperable ebannel is not r- ed to erw.14
PERABLil s tus within this time frame, a unit shutdown must be initi. . (, ce Specification 2.15(2)

ass ' iigh -wide range log charmel. e 4 Specification 2,lS(l)is
applicableifm channelremainsinoperable;

.

l

2-67 Amendment No. 60,7','',153
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ITABLE 2 2.

(Contmuod) |
.-

c. If two channels are inoperable, load shall be reduced to 70% or less of rated pow er. |
'.. _

d. For low power physics testing this trip may be by assed up to 10''% of rated power.

c. Ifone channelbecomes ino le,that channel may be , ssed for 48 hours from time of discovery ofloss ;

ofoperability. If not retu 4 to erwale OPERABLE stat within this time frame, tlw channel must be :

placed in the tripped condi (See Specification 2.1$(1. nd associated exceptions. ) |
.

f malfunctioning RTDs or nuclear detectors, the !ch Iis det i (
#

f. r -

ch mel ma be b pas. d for up to 7 days from time ofdiscovery ofloss ofoperability. If not retumed to ;

LE tus within this time frame, the unit must be placed in hot shutdown within the
erwale .12 hours. 'following

I

g. For a c innnel, the same blstable automatically activates the Loss oflead and Axial Power Distribution |

( APD) trips and automatically bypasses the high rate trip at 15% of rated power. Only the APD trip is a :

Limitmg Safety System Setting. Therefore, the bistable is set to actuate within the APD tolerance barul.-

i

;

i

:

>

f
,

P

.

t

.

,

e-

r

,

!
,
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T_ ABl.I: 2-3.

*
lastrument Operatina Reauirementsfgtf amineered Safety Featyn:t

Maintenance..

Minimum Minimum Permissible and
Operable Degree of Hypass inoperable I

26h Fumetional Unit Channels Brdsndaner Condition 33pjul ;
i

i Safety inlection

A Manual i None None N/A

11 liigh Cont - nt
Press re A ." 9 2"d' 1 During Leak (0M

g3m 2''d) | Test ~ i
A 1

C Pressurizer i , xn r

'

Pressure AM; , 2"d8 1 Reactor Coolant (0
11 i a 2""' 1 Pressure Less4

Than 1700 psla*) -
'

2 Containtnent Soray

A Manual I None None N/A

11 liigh Cont mN#
Pressure ANJ 2""' d) 1 During Leak (0

gm' 2"'' d' I Test

C Pressurlier i e
A*? 2'"'d' I Reactor Coolant (0
11*"'- 24"' d' 1 Pressure Less

'lhan 1700 psia *'
3 Fecirculati(m

A Manual i None None N/A

11 SIRW Tank . >
- Level AN:: 2'"" 1 None (j)

gim?
.

2'"" 1

4 I meretDev oft Site
Power Trin

A Manual 1 58 None None N/A

11 I!mergency llus Low
Voltage (!!ach llus)
Loss of Voltage 2* 1 Reactor Coolant (0

. Degraded Voltage 2'"'' 1 Temperature Less
Than 3007

:

;
*

i

2-68 Amendment No. 4 !,f',F9,173
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TAlllJ 2 3.

(Continued),

Test.
Maintenance.,

Minimum Minimum Permissible and
Operable Destree of flypass inoperable

,

h functional Unit Channth Hedundanev Godition livpass i

$ Auxillary feedwatn

A Manual 1 None None N/A

11 Auto.
Initiation AR Operating Modes

,

IIR 3,4. and 5

*

Steam Generatt 2'"* 1 (h) ,

Low Level
Steam Generator 3'"8' i (i)'

Low Pressure
. Steam Generator 3'"'' 1 (i)
DifTerential
Pressure

|

a CirtultsL.45F Logic Subsystems A and 11 : ' 'N!:=le. each have 4

b Auto remos al of bypass atmvc 1700 psia.
---

-

c Coincident high containment pressure and pressurizer pressure low signals required for initiation of
containment spra > ,

d ifminimu opw*lde OPERABLE ch' mel conditions are reached, one inoperable channel must be placed in
the tripp

''

ation positiorifer aujiliary feedwater system within eight hours from
the time of discovery of loss of operability. ~ . ranaimng me|("ilndoffCaMnW;r s 48 hours
nd, i ino r abl hannelis not retume opwalde OpERAfill status within this time ame,

i, own si um e Specific on 2,15(2)). Note y Specification 2.1 $(1) is applicable if one;
channelremainsinoperable.

_

e Control switc i on incoming breaker,

f ifo e 5 inoperable, that channel must be placed in the tripped or bypassed condition w ithin
i iours rom time o discovery ofloss ofoperability, if bypassed and that chan

'

turned to
opwalde OPERAllLE st us within 48 hours from time of discovcry ofloss of opt ibility, that iannel must
be laced * the - ondition within the following eight hours. (See Specifica on 2,15(I) at i exception
nw s inaui enance.)

g 'three channels required because bypass or failure results in auxiliary feedwater actuation block in the
alTected channel.

that channel must be placed in the actuation condition w ithin eight hoursh ifone channel becomes ino rr
m ic ht on t # discovery ofloss of operability. If bypassed and thator bypassed condition s

lchannel is not returned i opwalde CPERA E sty us within 48 hours from time of discovery ofloss of
operability,the channe st be placed in the low I Lel actuation permissive conditiou within the following
eight hours. (See Specifi ation 2.1$(1) and ex on associated with maintenance.)

2 68a Amendment No. M,88
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ITABLE 2 3.

'

(Continued).

[_ ...
l- If the channel becomes inoperable, that channel must be placed in the bypas onditior. within elk surs !

from time of discovery ofloss of operability. If the channelis not tetumed erweble OPERABLE us ,

within 48 hours from time of discovery ofloss of operability, one of the eig nelijnny co itinu be t

laced in the trypa65ed odition provided the Plant Review Committee has reue 1ihd ted the if
dgniefit concerninfprol ged operation in bypass of the defective channel, lhe channel shall be returned

~

creceble OrttRABLE st us no later than during the next cold shutdown. If one of the four channels on i

t ie3 team ncrator is 1 olonged bypass and a channel on the ot$ team generator becomes inoperable. |

the As Ale . iannel must be placed in bypass within it houff'O iscovery of loss of I
operability, one of the inoperable channels is not retumed i ricerable OPtJLAB14 s s within seven i

e unit must be lac in hot shutdown !days from the time of discovery of the second loss of operabil -

within the following 12 hours. !
'

,

j If one channel becomes inoperable, that channel must be placed in the bypas d c'onditionM4ars

from time of discovery ofloss of operability, if the channel is not returned creceble OPERABLE stat !

within 4Jhoofs stom tirpe of discovery ofloss of operability, one of the eig lymncis a < continucybe !
i d the jpl Tn the bypahrd Nindition provided the plant Review Committee has reviewed

udgement concerning prblenged operation in bypass of the defective channel. 'ihe channel shall be retumed ,

to creeable OPERABLH stjitus no later t. an during the next cold shutdown. If a channel is in prolonged i

vpassgd a ci nnel e opgsite tralabecomes inoperable, the second inoperable channel must be
iinfgfilhouriif6m tirtie overy of loss of operability, if one of the inoperablep m

channels is not returned erweble OPERABLE us within seven days from the time of discovery of the .

unitmp3t bet. ace in hot shutdown within the following 12 hours. ;lsecond loss of o bility,

I
L Ifmhlmun OPIsRABLE innnel conditionare reached, both inom S annels must be placed

in the bypas within ' . Eurs friiini' time 6fgovery of loss of ofmhiiny, if ofthe
infperable channe ned operable OPERABLI) Status within 48 hour, t "6 ' cry of .

'
he~secomtErpf operabilityraunir. mwn4schiffeeed4*eg . cineation 2.159

D~ c.fiption 2.1 $( t) is applicable if one channel remains inoperable. v ,

-h_ m% _ _ _ .-__ %- %.

| ESF IAngic Subsystems A and B are todundantc if minimum OPERABLE channel r.onditk.ns for each
subsystem or minimum degree of redundancy between subsystems are not met, sufficient
channola/ subsystems shall be testosed to OPERABLE status within 48 hours from time of discovering loss of
operability so as to enceed minimum limits, or. a unit shutdown must be initiated (See Specification 2415(3)), i
biote Specificat6on 2.1S(l)is applicable if one channel remains inoperable, if ESF Logic Subsystems A
and b are inoperable, enter Specification 2 Al.

-

-_

1

i

4

-

.

!

|

1
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TABLE 2-J.

'

INSTRUMENT OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR ISOLATION FUNCTIONS
,

4

Test, ,

Maintenance
Minimum Minimum 8'ernsissible and
Operable i estte of II) pass inoperable

hin. Funellonal Ukit Channels Redundancy Condhion jligang j

i containment isolation |

A Manual I None None N/A f
11 Containme ligh ,

'
Pressure AW - 2* 1 During Leak (O ;

11 * 2''"" 1 Test !

!
!C Pressurlier *-

I,ow:/ Low AW 2* I Reactor Coolant (0 - |
II* 2* I Pressure !.ess Than !

1700 psla*' i

2 htsam Generator Isolation

A- Manual I . None None N/A

Il Steam Generator I

isolation I None None N/A !.

. (i) Steam Ocnerator
Low Pressure AW 2/ Steam 1/ Steam Steam Generator (O

Gen'" Gen Pressure Less Than !
~

600 psla'" !

11 5 2/ Steam 1/ Steam i

Gen'" Gen

(ii) Containment lli P
Prenure AW 2* I During Leak (0 i

11W 2* I Test

'

3 Ventilation isolation

A Manual ' i None None N/A

11 Containment I igh
Radiation AW l* Nonc ifContainment (O

IlW - l* None Reliefand ,

Purp Valves
Are Closedhw,p_mp o

a rcuits on !!SF Logic Subsystems A and il eimens each have 4 channels.

b- Auto removal of bypass prior to exceedmg 1700 ps a,

-c Auto removal of bypass prior to exceeding 600 psia.
!

,

!

.

!

2-69 Amendment No. "",0.1, ^" 152,|'3,173
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IAllJ12:1.

(Continued),

d A and 11 trains are both actuated by either the Containment or Auxiliary lluilding Exhaust Stack initiating
channels. T he number ofinstalled channels for Containment Radiation liigh Signal is two for purposes of j
Specification '' 15(1

if minimu opwd4 OPERAtlLE I nnel conditions are reached, one inoperable channel must be placed ine
e of discoser) ofloss of operability. 'Ihe remaininthe trippe ' ion wi hin ei ht ours from

'

inoperable channu mo,[m 91 ours from um unw. .;aq ot ms on um.wi it)cc i- .i

inoric L' " snel is not returned 1 .pwd4 OPERAllLE status within this time frame, a unit shutdown
Sibe initiated (see . 5 'lon .15(2)). Note Specification 2.I$(1)is applicable if only one inoperable

iannells madeOPERABLit
- --

- _

if Ipac.4Liannel becom5 anoperable, t!.at channel must be placed in the tripped or bypassed condition within
ght houAE ., ' ne of discovery ofloss of operability. If bypassed and that channelis not returned to )

4pwd4 OPERAllLEs us w ithin 48 hours itom the time of discovery of loss of operability, that channel
be pl cd in th pped condition within the following eight hours. (See Specification 2.15(1) and

N esce i assou. . d with mai -M
.r_

g ESF Logic Subsystems A and 11 are redundant. If minimum OPERAllLE channel conditions for each
subsystem or minimum det ree of redundancy between subsystems are not met, tulilcient
thanneksubsystems shall be restored to OPLRAllLE status withm 48 hours from time of discovering ints of
tiperability so as to execed minimum limits, or a unit si:utdown must be initiated (See Specification 2.15(3))J
Note . Specification 2.15(1) is apphcable if one channel remains inoperable. If ESF Logic Subsystems A and
D are Ino erable, enter Specification 2.0.1,
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DISCUSSION,-JUSTIFICATION AND N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION
.

.

DISCUSSION AND JL'STIFICATION

- The Omaha Public Power District (OPPD) proposes to revise Technical
Specifications (TS) 2.15, 3.1, and a definition in the Fort Calhoun Station--
(FCS) Unit No.1 Technical- Specifications as 'f,ollows:

- 1. The definition of engineered safety features (ESF) logic is revised to-
note that the Containment Radiation High Signal (CRHS] is 1-out-of-2
logic;

,

2. _TS 2.15(2) is revised to require that at least one inoperable channel be
restored to operability. At least one and as many as two channels are
inoperable when_ this limiting conditions for ' operation (LCO) is
applicable. However, the current wording of tha LC0 implies that only
one channel is inoperable. The proposed change .:akes the wording of the
LC0 consistent with footnotes in Tables 2-2,, 2-3 and 2-4;

3. A new LC0 is proposed (TS 2.15(3)) that will pertain only to ESF logic.
The LCO wou'J be entered when the number of operable channels on an ESF
logic subsystem falls below the limits of Table 2-3 or 2-4. Currently,
this would require the plant to be in hot shutdown within 12 hours. - A
48-hocr allowed outage time (A0T) is proposed te allow repairs to be
ace.omplished safely and effectively and avoid unnecessary plant
shutdowns;

4. The sco.m of TS 2.15(4) (formerly TS 2.15(3)) is narrowed so that it
does not apply to ESF logic, which is now covered by TS 2.15(3);

- b- The Basis of TS 2.15 is revised to provide additional detail concernir;g
ESF. logic;

The following minor changes are also proposed:

In TS 2.15, the term " operable" is changed to "0PERABLE" since it is a defined
term. Footnote "a" on Tables 2-3 and 2-4 is revised to clarify that it
pertains to circuits on ESF_ logic subsystems "A" and "B." New footnotes ("1"
and "g"'respectively) are added to Tables 2-3 and 2-4 to specify requirements
for returning _ sufficient ESF logic subsystem channels to operability when
minimum channel or redundancy requirements are not met. Footnotes applicable
when the number of operable channels are at or below minimum requirements are
clarifw to note-that if the footnote requirements are met but one channel
remains inoperable. TS 2.15(1) is applicable,

v
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DISCUSSION AND JUSTIFICATI0d (Continued):
,

Backaround

ESF_-logic is comprised of. two .. logic subsystems =(A and B), which act -
independently of-each other and receive input from different sets of
instrumentation _ ESF instrumentation is arranged into independent channels -(A

-through D). The two-out-of-four logic (CRHS is one-out-of-two) of each ESF
logic subsystem receives input.from the instrumentation of all four (two for
CRHS) channels. When a measured process variable departs from its normal
range, the prime initiation relay on that ESF logic subsystem trips and sends
a. derived _ sigr.al to trip the opposite ESF logic subsystem. ESF equipment
actuation results from the logical combination of initiating signals each of
which is derived from a departure from the normal operating range of one of
the following critical parameters:

Pressurizer Pressure Low Signal (PPLS)*

Containment Pressure High Sipnal (CPHS)+

Safety Injection Refueling Water (SIRW) Tank Low Signal (STLS)*

Containment Radiation High Signal (CRHS)*

Steam Generator Low Pressure Signal (SGLS).

The design of the ESF system features improved system reliability as prime and
derived initiation signals are each capable of independently generating the
required actuation signal Nsulting in ESF equipment actuation from either or
both ESF logic subsystems.

iThe failure of one or_more prime initiation lockout relays on one of the ESF
logic-subsystems would prevent all of the channels associated with the failed
lockout relay (s) from providing a trip signal to the prime actuation, derived
initiation, or_ backup actuation relays. However, the condition (e.g., PPLS)
would be detected by the opposite ESF logic subsystem and, given the logical
combination of initiating signals, that subsystem would automatically actuate
ESF equipment.

It is OPPD's position that a 48-hour A0T allowing FCS to remain at power while'

restoring sufficient channels to operable status is justified because ESF
logic will still provide ESF equipment actuation, and the alternative involves
subjecting the plant to a. trarcient (manual shutdown!. LCO 3.3.5, " Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic and Manual Trip (Analog)," of
Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CE0G) Standard Technical Specification

-

(STS), Rev. -1," dated April 7,1995 provides a 48-hour A0T'in similar
ci rcumstances'.. The completion times' requested for shutting down the reactor
are identical.to TS 2.15(2) requirements; i.e., if the A0T-is not met, the
reactor must be placed in hot shutdown within the following 12 hours and in
cold shutdown within 48 hours of initiating hot shutdown.
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BASIS FOR N0 SIGN:FICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:
,,

; The proposed changes do not invo' te significant hazards consideration because
operation of Fort Calhoun Station (FCS) Unit No.-1 in accordance with these-

_ changes.would not:-

(1) Involve a significantiincraase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously. evaluated.-

Omaha- Public Power District (OPPD) proposes to. incorporate a new
limiting Condition =for Operation (LCO) into Specification 2.15 which
will apply to an engineered safety features (ESF) logic subsystem when 1

the minimum operable channels or minimum degree of redundancy
requirements listed in Tables 2-3 and 2-4_are not met. The LC0 proposes
an allowed outage time (A0T) of 48 hours to restore sufficient channels
to operability so as to exceed minimum requirements, or the plant must
be placed in hot shutdown within the following 12 hours.

a

The ESF logic _ system is a Class 1 protection system designed to satisfy
the criteria of IEEE 279, August 1968. Two functionally _ redundant ESF
logic subsystems "A" and "B" are provided to ensure high reliability and
effective in-service testing. These logic subsystems are designed for
individual reliability and maximum attainable mutual independence both
physically and electrically. Either ESF logic subsystem acting alone
can automatically actuate _ESF equipment and essential supporting
systems.

The design of the ESF logic system is not being altered by this change.
The: change allows a reasonable time to contact trained personnel and
adequately _ troubleshoot, perform and test repairs on an inoperable ESF
logic subsystem. The proposed A0T ensures that repairs are thoroughly
planned and accomplished without undue haste. In this situation, the

opposite ESF logic subsystem is operable as verified through
surveillance testing and' capable of providing both automatic and manual
ESF equipment actuation ~.

The proposed A0T is similar to that of LC0 3.3.5, " Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic and Manual Trip (Analog)," of
Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CE0G). Standard Technical
-Specification (STS), Rev.1, dated April 7,1995.

Additional administrative revisions are proposed to either support the
new LCO (e.g., footnotes in Tables-2-3 & 2-4) or clarify existing
information. Therefore, OPPD concludes that the proposed LC0 and
administrative revisions do not involve a significant increase in the

- probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
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BASIS FOR N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION (Continued):-
,

(2)- Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

There will be no physical alterations to the plant configuration,-

chenges to setpoint values, or changes to the application of setpoints
or limits because of these proposed changes. No changes in operating
modes are proposed. The proposed LC0 provides a reasonable A0T to
troubleshoot, repair, and test an inoperable ESF logic subsystem. The
remaining ESF logic subsystem is still operable and capable of both
automatic and manual ESF equipment actuation. The remaining changes are
administrative in nature and thus none of the proposed changes-create
the possibility of a new cr different kind of accident from any

1previously evaluated.-

-(3)- Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The proposed LC0 provides a reasonable A0T to troubleshoot, repair, and
test an inoperable ESF logic subsystem. The remaining ESF logic
subsystem is still operable as verified by surveillance testing and
capable of both automatic and manual ESF equipment actuation. With an
inoperable ESF logic subsystem, the ESF logic system would not be single
failure proof for a brief period of time. However, it is OPPD's -
position that making repairs while the plant is at power and stable is

. preferable to imposing a transient (manual shutdown) on the plant at a
time when the ESF logic system is no longer single failure proof.
Therefore, OPPD concludes that the proposed LC0 and supporting
administrative changes do not result in a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

Based on the above considerations, it is OPPD's position that this
proposed amendment does not involve significant hazards considerations
as defined by- 10 CFP 50.92 and the proposed changes will not result in a
condition which significantly alters the impact of the Station on the
environment. Thus,-the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria
for categorical exclusion set ~ forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) and pursuant
to 10 CFR 51.22(b) no environmental assessment need be prepared.
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